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– Bella Swan – married to Edward – special ability to shield others from 

intruding on her mind – Edward Cullen – married to Bella – special ability is 

reading minds, with the exception of Bella – Renesmee – half vampire/half 

human child born to Edward and Bella – imprinted to Jacob – Jacob Black – 

Bella’s Quileute Indian friend – Alpha wolf of one of the La Push wolf-packs – 

imprinted to Renesmee – Charlie Swan – Bella’s father and Chief of Police of 

Forks WA – Rene – Bella’s mother 

– Phil- Bella’s step father 

– Carlisle Cullen – Edward’s vampire step-father/creator – married to Esme – 

Esme Cullen – Edward’s vampire step-mother – married to Carlisle – Alice 

Cullen – Edward’s vampire step-sister – married to Jasper – special ability is 

seeing the future – Jasper Hale – Edward’s vampire step-brother – married to 

Alice – special ability is to have an affect on emotions – Rosalie Hale – 

Edward’s vampire step-sister – married to Emmett – Emmett Cullen – 

Edward’s vampire step-brother – married to Rosalie – Billy Black – Father of 

Jacob Black – Quileute Elder 

– Sam Uley – Alpha of the La Push Werewolf Pack, imprinted fiancé of Emily –

Emily Young – Imprinted fiancé of Sam 

– Jared – part of the La Push wolfpack 

– Paul – part of the La Push wolfpack 

– Quil Ateara – Best friend of Jacob – part of the La Push wolfpack – Embry 

Call – Best friend of Jacob – part of the La Push wolfpack – Seth Clearwater – 

part of Jacob’s wolfpack 

– Leah Clearwater – part of Jacob’s wolfpack 

– Sue Clearwater- Quileute Elder, mother to Leah and seth, gets close to 
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charlie – Tanya – Denali Vampire 

– Kate – Denali Vampire – special ability is to shock by touch – Garrett – 

Nomadic Vampire 

– Eleazar – Denali Vampire – mate to Carmen – special ability to define what 

special abilities other vampire possess – Carmen – Denali Vampire – mate to 

Eleazar 

– Irina – Denali Vampire – betrays the Cullens 

– Peter- nomad Vampire old friend to Jasper- mate to Charlotte – 

Charlotte- nomad Vampire old friend to Jasper- mate to Peter – Mary- nomad 

Vampire 

– Randall- nomad Vampire 

– Alistair- nomad Vampire- old friend of Carlisle- special ability is tracker, 

feels a pull – Makenna- Nomad Vampire- mate to Charles 

– Charles- Nomad Vampire- mate to Makenna 

– Amun-Egyptian vampire leader- mate to Kebi 

– Kebi-Egyptian Vampire- mate to Amun 

– Benjamin – Egyptian Vampire – mate to Tia – special ability to control the 

elements – Tia – Egyptian Vampire – mate to Benjamin 

– Zafrina – Amazon Vampire – special ability is to make you see what isn’t 

there – Senna- Amazon Vampire 

– Kachiri- Amazon Vampire 

– Maggie – Irish Vampire – special ability is to know when she’s being lied to 

– Siobhan – Irish Vampire – mate to Liam – special ability is to wish an 

outcome into reality – Liam – Irish Vampire – mate to Siobhan 
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– Stefan- Romainian Vampire- Vendetta against Volturi 

– Vladimir- Romainian Vampire- Vendetta against Volturi 

– Aro – Volturi Vampire Tri-leader – special ability is to read minds – only one 

person at a time with physical contact and he hears every thought you’ve 

ever had – Marcus – Volturi Vampire Tri-leader – special ability is to see the 

strength of relationships – Caius – Volturi Vampire Tri-leader 

– Jane – Volturi Vampire – special ability is to bring the pain, physically with 

her mind – Alec – Volturi Vampire – special ability is to bring a sense of 

nothingness with his mind – Renata- Volturi Vampire-special ability to shield 

with mind, protects Aro – Demetri – Volturi Vampire – special ability is he 

finds people/a tracker, he tracks by catching the flavor of the mind – Felix – 

Volturi Vampire guard 

– Chelsea- Volturi Vampire- special ability to make or break relationships with

her mind – Volturi wifes- 2 Volturi Vampires 

– Volturi witnesses- 43 including Makenna and Charles 

– Gustavo- Brizilian cleaning man on Isle Eseme 

– Kaure- cleaning lady on Isle Eseme knows Edward as Libishomen from tribe

legends – Claire- 3 year old niece of Emily- imprinted to Quil 

– Collin & Brady- new members to wolf pack 

– 6 new wolfs 

– Lizzie- girl in the park Jacob meets 

– Max- Human- contact to J. Jenks 

– April- Human-J. Jenks secretary 

– J-Jenks- Human- forger, gets ids and passports for Cullen family – Huilen- 

Brizilian Vampire- biological Aunt to Nahuel 
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– Nahuel-Brizilian half vampire half human breed- nephew to Nahuel – Ben-

Human friend of Bella’s- Angelas boyfriend 

– Angela Weber- Human best friend of Bella- Bens girlfriend – Mrs. Weber-

Human Angelas mom 

– Mr. Weber-Human Angela’s dad- minister at wedding 

– Mike Newton-human friend of Bella’s- Jessicas boyfriend 

– Jessica Stanely-Human friend of Bella’s- Mikes girlfriend – Mr. Marshal-

Human shop owner in Forks staring at Bella’s new car – Two guys at gas 

station-humans in Forks wanting to take picture with Bellas new car – Rachel 

Black- Human Jacobs sister- imprinted by Paul 

Book 1: Bella 

Breaking Dawn begins with another preface in which our narrator, Bella, 

once again faced with death. This time, though, it’s a person she loves who’s

about to kill her. She decides that her love for that person leaves her no 

choice but to sacrifice her life. Bella driving her new Mercedes Guardian, an 

engagement present from Edward. She feels uncomfortable because 

everyone in town is staring at her. As she passes by “ Missing” posters of 

Jacob, we learn that he disappeared after receiving her wedding 

announcement. Bella recalls Charlie’s reaction when she told him her 

decision to marry Edward. At first, he assumed she was pregnant. 

Later, both he and Renée admit that they knew it was coming. Bella and 

Edward tell them that after their honeymoon, they’ll attend college at 

Dartmouth. Bella reminds Edward that he promised to make love to her after

their wedding. Edward expresses his sadness over the fact that she’ll never 

be able to get pregnant with his child. While Edward is out on a bachelor 
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party hunt, Bella thinks about the mix of humans and vampires who will be 

at their wedding. The sisters from the Denali vampire clan are attending. She

remembers Carlisle’s story about their mother’s death at the hands of the 

Volturi for creating an immortal child. The Volturi kill all immortal children in 

the vampire world, because their inability to control themselves threatens to 

expose the existence of vampires. The practice of transforming children into 

vampires is forbidden. 

It’s Bella’s wedding day. Alice and Rosalie are getting Bella ready. Bella is 

nervous, but calms down when Charlie leads her down the aisle. Bella and 

Edward say “ I do.” Everyone congratulates the married couple, including 

members of the Quileute tribe. Bella is surprised to see Jacob show up at the 

party. They dance together. Jacob teases Bella that she’s not going on a “ 

real” honeymoon. When he learns that she’s planning to sleep with Edward, 

he loses his temper. Edward and Seth have to restrain him. His outburst 

causes Edward to second-guess his promise to Bella. Edward and Bella spend

their honeymoon on Isle Esme, an uninhabited island off the coast off Brazil. 

The island was a gift from Carlisle to Esme. Their first attempt at lovemaking 

leaves Bella with bruises and Edward with a guilty conscience, but she keeps

pressing him, so they try again. Days later, Bella realizes that she’s pregnant

and that her baby bump is growing at an unnatural rate. While she feels 

protective of whatever is growing inside her, Edward wants to get rid of “ the

thing.” Bella secretly calls Rosalie for help. The newlyweds return home to 

Forks immediately. 

Book 2: Jacob 

The second part of the story is told from Jacob’s point-of-view. He hears that 
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Bella has returned from her honeymoon and that she’s sick. Jacob believes 

that it’s because she has become a vampire. He presses Sam and the 

werewolves to attack the Cullens for breaking the treaty. Sam resists, so 

Jacob goes to attack the Cullens on his own, with a special aim for Edward. 

When Jacob sees Bella, he can tell that she’s in great pain and is shocked to 

learn of her pregnancy. His initial rage at Edward subsides into confusion 

when Edward tells him of his plans to save Bella. The baby is killing her, but 

she won’t let him abort it, and Rosalie acts as her bodyguard. Edward 

proposes an idea to Jacob that he give Bella what she wants in the form of a 

baby from Jacob. Jacob protests, but is intrigued by the idea, so he agrees to 

offer “ his services” to Bella. Edward promises that if Bella dies, Jacob is free 

to kill him. Bella politely rejects Jacob’s offer. She plans on keeping her heart 

beating just long enough to give birth to her child and then to become a 

vampire. 

Confronted with Jacob’s news, the werewolf pack decides that the unborn 

child poses un unknown threat, which needs to be destroyed, even if that 

means killing Bella to do so Enraged by Sam’s decision, Jacob rises to the 

role he never wanted to have – that of the true alpha leader. He stands 

against Sam’s orders and leaves the pack to protect Bella from them. Seth, 

who has become close friends with Edward, joins his side, followed by Leah, 

his sister. Bella’s condition is getting worse. On Jacob’s spontaneous 

suggestion that the baby might crave blood, Bella starts drinking blood. 

The new diet not only makes her feel better, but it tastes good to her. 

Members of the pack appear to ask Jacob to come back, but to no avail. 

Against his will, Jacob’s attitude toward the Cullen family softens. The baby’s 
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accelerated growth causes Bella’s bones to break, but Edward discovers that

he can hear the baby’s thoughts and that it loves Bella. Bella decides to 

name the baby Renesmee, if it’s a girl. Edward is now taken with the baby 

too, and Jacob feels betrayed. He still believes the baby is a monster, slowly 

killing Bella. Desperate to get away from Bella’s pull on him, Jacob tries to 

find a girl to imprint on, but has no luck. Bella gives birth, but the baby 

breaks more of her bones and she loses massive amounts of blood. In order 

to save Bella’s life, Edward changes her into a vampire. Jacob wants to kill 

the baby, but upon seeing the little girl’s face, he imprints on her. Book 3: 

Bella 

The third section of Breaking Dawn shifts back to Bella’s perspective. The 

preface foreshadows Bella in a big fight, outnumbered by the Volturi. The 

action picks up from Jacob’s narration of Bella giving birth. She catches a 

quick glimpse of the baby before her life slips way. At the last minute, 

Edward plunges a syringe of venom in her heart and she undergoes the 

hellish pains of her transformation into a vampire. Bella awakens to a new 

world. Her senses are sharpened, she’s beautiful, and she’s strong. As a 

newborn vampire, she should be blood-thirsty, so the Cullen family won’t let 

her see her baby. Although she can feel the thirst for blood burning in her 

lungs, Bella’s will power and self-control prove so strong that they eventually

let her see baby Renesmee. The baby needs her, too. When Bella learns that 

Jacob imprinted on her baby, she snaps and attacks him, but is restrained by 

Edward and Seth. Esme has renovated a cottage on the property for Bella 

and Edward to give them some privacy. They again make love, which Bella 
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enjoys even more as a vampire. She misses Charlie, yet is lost as to how to 

break the news of her transformation to him. 

Jacob takes the matter into his own hands by first exposing himself as a 

werewolf to Charlie. He tells him that Bella has also undergone an “ unusual”

change but wants to have him in her life, if he can handle it. Bella manages 

to control her blood thirst when Charlie visits. He falls in love with his “ 

special” grandchild. In a matter of weeks, Renesmee can talk and grows big 

enough to walk – and hunt. When Bella and Jacob take her on a hunting trip, 

Irina, a sister of the Denali clan, misidentifies Renesmee as an “ immortal 

child,” which is one of the highest crimes under Volturi law. Alice sees Irina 

telling the Volturi this news and predicts that they will come and destroy the 

Cullens. Shortly after, she disappears with Jasper. Bella receives a note from 

Alice that leads her to a man named J. Jenkins. She asks him to create fake 

travel identification for Jacob and Renesmee, so they can flee together, in 

case none of the Cullens survive the fight against the Volturi. To stop the 

Volturi, the Cullens call in their friends to witness that Renesmee is not an 

immortal child, but is half-human. Training for a possible fight against the 

vastly superior Volturi army, Bella discovers that she can use the power of 

her “ private mind” as a shield that can expand to protect others from the 

mental powers of even the fiercest Volturi. 

Upon confronting the Cullens and their allies, the Volturi discover that Irina 

was wrong, and they immediately execute her. However, they remain 

undecided on whether to consider Renesmee as a threat to the vampire 

world’s secret existence. Enter Alice and Jasper with a young man named 

Nahuel, another vampire-human crossbreed. He demonstrates that the 
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crossbreeds pose no threat. His immortality also puts Bella’s worries about 

Renesmee’s disturbing growth rate to rest. Faced with the evidence as well 

as Bella’s powerful shield, the Volturi take their leave. Bella, Edward, and 

Renesmee return to their home in peace to live happily ever after. 

Apart from the efforts of myself, the success of any project depends largely 

on the encouragement and guidelines of many others. I take this opportunity

to express my gratitude to the people who have been instrumental in the 

successful completion of this project. I would like to show my greatest 

appreciation to Prof. James Geller. I can’t say thank you enough for his 

tremendous support and help. I feel motivated and encouraged every time I 

attend his meeting. Without his encouragement and guidance this project 

would not have materialized. The guidance and support received from all the

members who contributed and who are contributing to this project, was vital 

for the success of the project. I am grateful for their constant support and 

help. 

Love 

In Breaking Dawn, true love overcomes all obstacles. True love also leaves 

the characters no choice but to give theirs lives to save the people they love.

Bella is willing to sacrifice her life out… 

Choices 

As with all the books in the Twilight series, Breaking Dawn pitches individual 

choice against traditionally-set rules and group pressure. Throughout the 

story, the characters decide to trust and to… Suffering 
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Pain and love are inextricably connected in Breaking Dawn. Characters suffer

because their love isn’t returned, they suffer because their loved ones are in 

pain, and they suffer from feeling too mu… Sacrifice 

Many characters in Breaking Dawn believe that it’s worth sacrificing their 

lives for what they believe. Jacob is prepared to fight against his own 

werewolf brothers because he believes that the Cul… 

Transformation 

Breaking Dawn explores the positive and negative consequences of the 

characters’ transformations from human life to supernatural life. While Leah 

is strong and her speed is unmatched as a werewolf,… 

Language and Communication 

Breaking Dawn explores the advantages and disadvantages of 

communicating through thoughts, rather than spoken words. While telepathy

is immediate and covers long distances, it also leaves no privac… 

drizzly 

wet with light rain 

NOTES: 

It wasn’t bright out — a typically drizzly day in Forks, Washington — but I still

felt like a spotlight was trained on me, drawing attention to the delicate ring 

on my left hand. gawk 

look with amazement; look stupidly 

NOTES: 

Behind them, Mr. Marshall was gawking through the plate glass window of 

his little souvenir shop. sluggishly 
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in a sluggish manner 

NOTES: 

They ticked by sluggishly, almost as if they were doing it just to annoy me. 

Ivy League 

a league of universities and colleges in the northeastern United States that 

have a reputation for scholastic achievement and social prestige NOTES: 

About my mysterious acceptance into an Ivy League college? convincingly 

in a convincing manner 

NOTES: 

But, because I couldn’t lie convincingly even to myself, I had to check. jolted 

bumped or shaken jerkily 

NOTES: 

Engine snarling like a hunting panther, the car jolted forward so fast that my 

body slammed into the black leather seat and my stomach flattened against 

my spine. 
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